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Why is it that for 135 years Sedus has been steadily raising the bar for 
office chairs and furniture? Because there is nothing more exciting 
that sitting down around a table and changing the world. Every project 
starts with people getting together and communicating ideas. We aim 
to provide the perfect conditions for these very special occasions. 
With Sedus meet chair and meet table, we have developed innovative 
products with outstanding ergnomics, elegance and quality, making 
them highly conducive to conversation.

Design meet chair: designship ulm 
Design meet table: Modus Product Design/speziell® 

The culture of communica-
tion is taking on new values.



Meeting points become places to be.
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the convergence of people a pleasant and 
comfortable experience. Modern yet classic, 
easy to stack and casually comfortable. 
Matching round or square tables make the 
meeting truly a pleasure.

The best ideas are rarely conceived in silence. 
A place vibrant with life tends to be a better 
source of inspiration. Like the cafe, the canteen, 
the break room or the conference room. Sedus 
meet chair and meet table are designed to make 



In a class of its own – regardless 
of how big the seminar is.
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Attendance numbers vary as much as the type of 
conference and seminar. So it‘s well to be pre-
pared. Sedus meet tables can be stacked to save 
space. Depending on their features, the comfort-
able meet chairs can either be rolled up in an 
instant or simply stored – up to eight high. 

The design, too, is an inspiration to others: From 
brightly coloured to classically understated, 
anything is possible. The individual concepts are 
infinite. We believe that when one is sitting in an 
innovative chair, one will absorb new things better.



Our aim is quality that lasts.
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Furnishers of heavily used rooms such as librar-
ies will know that  time will tell what exactly a 
product is capable of. Thanks to our stringent 
quality standards and strict internal guidelines, 
Sedus meet chair and meet table are extremely 
durable even when in constant use. This is very 

much in line with our philosophy because Sedus 
always sets a good example when it comes to 
ecology. We use products that conserve nature 
and resources, like wood from sustainable 
forests and continually improved energy-saving 
processing methods.
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Shell colours

Felt colours

meet chair swivel chair mt-201

meet chair visitor chair mt-222

Practical in any situation: Sedus meet chair is available as a swivel chair or a four-leg model, 
which can be stacked up to eight high. The tables are available as a stackable bistro table or 
a square or round bistro table standing on a base. The modern folding standing table completes 
the meet table range.

103 black113 grey

120 white 104 red 106 green 107 anthracite 103 black

106 green104 red
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meet table bistro table mt-300, square, stackable
Table height 730 mm, top dimensions 700 x 700 mm and 800 x 800 mm

meet table bistro table mt-331, round
Table height 730 mm, top dimensions, dia. 700 mm and dia. 800 mm

meet table standing table mt-334, folding, parkable
Table height 1120 mm, top dimensions dia. 600 mm and 700 mm

meet table bistro table mt-331, square
Table height 730 mm, top dimensions 700 x 700 mm and 800 x 800 mm

over easy connecting element mt 323/3601  
Top size 1900 x 900 mm, for 2 meet table touchdown tables ø 700 mm

over easy connecting element mt 323/3602 
Top size 2315 x 1630 mm, for 3 meet table touchdown tables ø 700 mm
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